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“Everyone is so darn friendly,” says Betty about living in 

the Garden Apartments at FTJ. “It’s a close knit family here, 

like a real neighborhood and that gives you a good feel-

ing...like you’re at home.”  

Betty didn’t want to have to take care of the upkeep of 

her house, yard work, painting and so on. “Everything is 

taken care of for you at FTJ,” she says, “plus it’s a secure 

place to live and I am free to go and do anything. I’m as 

comfortable as I was in my own home.”   

Betty was most interested in moving into a community 

that offered the full range of care, a Continuing Care       

Retirement Community (CCRC). “If I need help I can stay 

living at Franke Tobey Jones where so many of my friends 

are, and this is comforting,” Betty comments.   

“Plus, FTJ is such a beautiful place. It’s a real pleasure to 

drive in the main entrance, it’s a great greeting and makes 

me feel good when I drive in. It’s just a wonderful place to 

live. The staff is very congenial and do whatever they can 

do to help which is very important. It is obvious that they 

like seniors! Shirley Robbins, our concierge in the Garden 

Apartments where I live, is especially wonderful. She is so 

friendly and takes care of our requests every day. Shirley 

makes living in the Garden Apartments so very special.” 

If I can say one thing that is always true about Franke 

Tobey Jones it’s this, “FTJ is a great place to live!” 
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